
 
 
 

 
 

TAMERA MOWRY-HOUSLEY TAKES A BIRTHDAY TRIP 
WITH BEST FRIENDS KRYSTAL JOY BROWN AND LYNDIE GREENWOOD IN 

‘GIRLFRIENDSHIP,’ 
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING OCTOBER 1, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 

 
Part of the Network’s “Fall into Love” Programming Event 

 
Brad James also Stars 

 
Directed by Keshia Knight Pulliam 

 
STUDIO CITY, CA – September 19, 2022 – Tamera Mowry-Housley (“The Santa Stakeout,” 

“Sister, Sister”) Krystal Joy Brown (“The Equalizer,” “One Royal Holiday”) and Lyndie Greenwood, 
(“Sleepy Hollow,” “Being Erica”) star in “Girlfriendship,” a new, original movie premiering 
Saturday, October 1 (8 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel, as part of the network’s “Fall into 
Love” programming event.  Brad James (“Outer Banks,” “A House Divided”) also stars. Keshia 
Knight Pulliam directs.  

Samara Williams’ birthday turn-up is almost held up when she learns she’s finally being 
considered for a big promotion as Director of Finance. But her best-friends, Eva (Brown) and 
Renee (Greenwood), are dead set on whisking Samara away for a surprise girls’ trip to Charleston.  
However, a booking mix-up sends the girls on a back-to-nature “rewilding” retreat instead of the 
fun-filled vacation they’d planned.  The “Rewilding Woman Retreat” is led by Ariella (Samantha 
Beaulieu, “Queen Sugar,” Bad Moms), a descendent of the Gullah Geechee people of Edisto Island 
off the South Carolina coast. Ariella helps these girlfriends uncover their true nature by getting 
back to nature through the alluring charm of the Island.  For Samara, the island isn’t the only 
attraction.  When she meets Kareem, a handsome Gullah doctor with a secret dream of becoming 
a chef, Samara starts to listen to the call of her own inner artist and finds herself painting again 
for the first time in years. Before the girls return to the mainland, learn that there are no accidents 
and that that they are exactly where they need to be.   

“Girlfriendship” is from Hallmark Media LLC.  Daniel Lewis is executive producer. Keshia 
Knight Pulliam directed from a script by Jesseline Barry. 
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